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Playbook: Confidentiality in the Workplace

The breach that

can hurt your

career ... and your

pocketbook.

By Lauren Yost C
onfidentiality is not just a
professional courtesy, it's
the law. As a veteran in
human resources manage-
ment, I know the serious-

ness of maintaining confidentiality and
the potential consequences of breaching
it. High courts are affirming this fact
through their judgments against organ-
izations and individual managers for
employment violations that all began
with a breach of confidentiality.

So, Sue Me
Wait-individual managers are being
sued?

That's right. A disgruntled employ-
ee's first instincts may be to go after the
company, but if the company can de-
monstrate clear and well-communi-
cated management policies specifying
the manager's responsibilities to main-
tain confidentialities, and the manager
chose to disregard them, the attorneys
will turn their attentions to the individ-
ual manager.
Managers are becoming a more fre-

quent target of employment-related
lawsuits. The millions of dollars em-
ployers spend on EPLI (Employment
Practices Liability Insurance) policies
each year protect the company if they
are sued, but these policies are rarely
written to extend to individual man-
agers named in a suit-leaving you and
your assets high and dry.

Remember, you don't have to be
wrong to be sued ... you don't even have
to be wrong to lose. Even if you win, it
could cost you hundreds of thousands
of dollars to defend yourself. However,
with strong management practices, you
can protect yourself from becoming a
target in the first place.
As a manager, you've been through

the process of hiring an employee at
least once. This process has put you in
the position of reviewing many resumes
and applications.
The majority of applicants applying

for jobs are currently employed, and
don't want their employer to know
they're looking for another job. The
applicant has an expectation (if not a
written directive in their cover letter)
that they are applying "in confidence."
They expect that a potential new em-
ployer would never share their submis-
sion with anyone that would intention-
ally or inadvertently mention it to
someone else.
One slip of the tongue could com-

promise their employment with their
current employer. Should they get fired
for their disloyalty, are you prepared for
the liability of that applicant's lost
future wages?
Thoughts of being sued should be

secondary, however, to the internal
guidance of professional ethics. How do
you know if an applicant applies confi-
dentially? It doesn't matter. Whether
they directly express it or not, their sub-
mission is confidential. If you engage
other staff in an interviewing process,
it's important that you reinforce the
confidential nature of the interviewing
process with them, as well.

This is the first part of a three-part series
on confidentiality in the workplace. Parts
two and three will address confidentiality
with staff issues and confidentiality issues
with past employees.
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